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Guaranteed Speed Leased Line Internet Delivered Wirelessly 
Leased Lines are business grade broadband circuits that provide guaranteed, dedicated and symmetrical bandwidth. Perfectly suited for 
organisations that depend on 100% connectivity, leased lines don't suffer from contended (shared) bandwidth or the unreliable delivery 
associated with broadband services. If your organisation can't afford to trust broadband suppliers that are forced to rely on third party 
owned, decaying copper cables then a wireless leased line is the only solution that guarantees that the Internet connection speed you 
pay for, is the speed you get. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Low cost, No contract 
Airway Broadband wireless leased lines offer our customers Internet access with capacities from 2Mbps upwards. Unlike all other 
providers who require a 3 or 5 year contract, Airway Broadband leased lines are available on a 'pay as you go' basis allowing you to stop 
the service anytime you like. Our complete independence from third party providers enables us to deliver dedicated private broadband 
Internet circuits within 5-10 days, without the need for costly installation fees.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Features 
 Symmetrical upload and download speed 
 A dedicated (unshared) business circuit 
 Guaranteed bandwith up to 40Mbps 
 24/7 network monitoring and support 

Wireless fibre-optic leased lines 

Our wireless leased lines provide all the benefits of a 

dedicated circuit without the costly instal lation of a 

fibre connection. Traditionally, private fibre circuits 

cost thousands of pounds to install depending on the 

distance from the nearest exchange. Airway 

Broadband leased lines are sub jec t  to  a smal l  

f i xed  fee ins ta l la t ion  cost .  

Scalable, Flexible 

With our innovative use of technology AIRWAY 

BROADBAND customers can upgrade to a higher 

bandwidth or limit internet speeds to reduce costs 

remotely at a moments notice and usually without 

charging the customer an upgrade 

 

 

 

Benefits 
 100% independence from Wired exchanges 

& Cabling 
 98.99% uptime and 5 hour fixed guarantee 
 5-6 day delivery period subject to feasibility 
 Unrivalled scalability & flexibility 

Immediate installation 

Compared to f ibre providers who have a lead time of 

between 60 and 90 days, Airway Broadband can deliver 

leased lines within 5 to 10 days. Fibre operators are 

dependent on Wired cables for installation of the 

circuit, which can require costly construction work. 

Airway Broadband wireless installations are completely 

independent of existing cables and cabinets.  

Secure, Resilient 

Airway Broadband wireless IP connections are 

encrypted and f irewall protected for maximum 

security. Airway Broadband's investment in its core 

infrastructure makes it one of the most powerful, 

f lexible and resi lient broadband networks in the 

area. 
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Does your organisation need dedicated, guaranteed speed broadband access? 

Most broadband Internet access is shared with many other users so connection speeds vary depending on the umber of 

people using it at any one time. Internet delivered by cable slows down as the distance from the exchange increases. The 

result is a fragile, unreliable service. 

Most businesses today rely heavily on their Internet access and it has become a crucial part of their operations and 

success. In many cases businesses want a fixed monthly cost and guaranteed, uncontended bandwidth th at ensures 

they have the speeds they need to maximise their productivity.  

Wireless leased line internet is designed for organisations that depend on having a fully functional guaranteed speed 

broadband connection. If your business can't afford to share bandwidth with Internet . suppliers that are forced to rely 

on third party owned, decaying copper cables then a wireless leased line from Airway Broadband Wireless is the 

solution. 

A range of speeds and a flexible upgrade path means that your organization can benefit from guaranteed and fully 

managed bandwidth availability when you need it. Wireless leased lines with guaranteed speeds from 2Mbps to 

40Mbps can be operational in less than 10 days and prices start from per Mb per monthly basis. 

Affordable 

 

 
At a fraction of the price offered by Wired and other Internet service providers Airway Broadband wireless 
leased lines provide a fast, cost effective and highly flexible alternative to hard wired, cable supplied internet. 
Higher speeds and customised services are available on request. Customers who are not ready to commit to a 
dedicated leased line can start with a Airway Broadband basic service and upgrade at a moments notice 
without penalty. 
  
 

Extendable 

Once your organisation has a dedicated Internet connection Airway Broadband Wireless can help you to extend it 

with a private wireless network link to other sites or buildings. We can also provide professional indoor and outdoor 

WiFi hotspots to maximize the coverage of your network pr oviding a seamless connect ion throughout your enti re 

workspace.  

 
 
 
 
 

 Unlimted data transfer 

 Ultra fast upload speeds 
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 Free IP address  
 Instant speed upgrades  

4 Mbps 8 Mbps 10 Mbps 20 Mbps 30 Mbps 40 Mbps 
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